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1.Whos joe Jacob’s supplier of marijuana and what is the address listed for the supplier ? 

Answer: 

Supplier Name is Jimmy Jungle and his  live at 626 jungle ave Apt 2 jungle,NY 11111. 

This conclusion get from Document Extract f0000033  

 

That’s file extract using Autopsy in Windows 

2. What Crucial data is available within the coverpage.jpg file and why is this data crucial 

? 

 



In coverpage I found the Password through metadata with file unalloc_8_0_1474559,in this file 

found PW:goodtimes  to open file f00000104.zip from extract 

3. What (if any) other high schools besides Smith Hill does Joe Jacobs frequent? 

 

 

 



 

 

 



I found schedule.xls from extract file f00000104.zip , I revealed found 5 high school frequently 

,they are : 

1.Key High School 

2.leetch High 

3.Birard High School 

4.Ritcher High School 

5.Hull High School 

And the y come to school also to dates. 

4. For each file, what processes were taken by the suspect to mask them from others ? 

Answer: 

Schedules Visits .zip to excel 

Schedule to marijuana suspect, file I found this with file zip and to extract with password and 

using it with autopsy apps 

F0000033.doc 

With Autopsy from extract image file and in this file doc have letter message from joe 

unalloc_8_0_1474559 

file extract from image file 

5.What processes did you (the investigator) use to successfully examine the entire contents 

of each file ? 

Jawaban: 

The first time,I download file from website and download image file,mount of file with autopsy 

software in windows for check what the matter in the file,with autopsy we can to check whats 

happen to data ,see data has delete, and many information to solve the investigation,when I check 

and enter this file image I found something for to investigate to solve my evidence ,and I found 

three file from this file Doc Letters (jimmy Jungle delete file) ,cover page marijuana  and 

Schedule Vsits.zip,then also I put file 2 fhoto for question in number 2 for effectively to usefull 

space ,I check this file and then read the guide from quest step by step,I checking the file doc and 

reading this document ,a got answer from question number 1 ,and then I make conclusion from 

this message. 

  the Seconds time,I read question  for number 2 to what happen to file cover  and I found 

password from file unaloc (delete file) to open file f00000104.zip and we must be To answer 

question number 2 [Important data], I immediately checked the file f0000073.jpg, which I 



believe is Coverpage.jpg, but it was another deadlock because I couldn't find anything that could 

help me. Then I checked all the image files, it came with the name Unalloc_17_0_1474559 at the 

Autopsy, after I examined the file carefully, I finally found a clue, "pw = goodtimes" because it 

was a page file coverpage.jpg. Then for question number 3 [another high school] I use the last 

file called f0000104.zip, which I believe is a scheduled vacation file. However, because the 

Autopsy can't see through the zip file, I have to give the .zip file to my Desktop to check further. 

After I invested, the zip file asked for a password, so I used a password that I got before 

[goodtimes] to open the key zip file. After zip is opened, you can access the file, Scheduled 

Visits.xls and see what's inside. Apparently, the file contains the date and location of selling 

marijuana. 

 

Analisys Forensic Fhoto editing or not 

in open image 

Photo 3 :         Photo 4:    

 



 

How to look differents of fhoto when I see String from using software autopsy and checking the 

string in inside the data ,fhoto 4 using software editing adobe fhotoshop and fhoto 3 using real 

camera not editing. 

 

 

Maaf kak bahasa inggris saya tidak baik tapi saya ingin mencaoba yang terbaik 


